
YES
We consent to:

Having giant windmills planted on our land and seas; and
foreign boats fishing our seas; and

being forced to destroy perfectly good fish; and
subsidising the UK to the tune of £81M per year; and

the theft of our oil; and
all the other things done in abuse of our sovereignty -

As soon as you
show us proof of
your authority.

It shouldn’t be difficult - if it exists.
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It’s very simple:
by the Laws of Scotland:

1. The will of Scotland and the UK is enforced in the courts.

2. The authority of the court derives from the sovereign power.1

3. The sovereign power is the same as allodial (udal) ownership.2

4. The Crown does not have allodial ownership of Shetland.

5. The people of Shetland have allodial ownership of their land.

6. In Shetland, the people have sovereignty - we are above the King.

7. For the Crown: no allodial ownership = no sovereignty = no courts
= no power. To show proof of authority, all they have to do is show
they have allodial ownership of Shetland - simple, but they can’t.

They’ve got away with it for over 550 years.

It’s time it stopped.

In Shetland all are sovereign, but nobody has sovereignty over another.

Please post in your window.

The Shetland Times has censored us and will not print anything we send
them. We are banned on Facebook. We rely on word of mouth - please pass
this on. You can get a digital copy at www.sovereignshetland.com/poster.pdf

If you would like no VAT, no income tax, no excise duty, rid of Viking Energy,
control of our seas and seabed and more, it’s never too late:

Join The Sovereign Nation of Shetland
at: www.sovereignshetland.com

Anyone offering “more autonomy” and suchlike offers nothing unless they
challenge sovereignty. They are just a sop to make people think something is

happening. Going cap in hand doesn’t work. Never has, never will.
We have far more power than we think - let’s use it for the good of Shetland.

To learn more, come to “An evening with Stuart Hill, the most dangerous
man in Shetland”. Look out for details where you got this poster.

1 The Laws of Scotland, Stair Memorial Encyclopaedia, Vol.4, parargraph 1.
2 The Laws of Scotland, Stair Memorial Encyclopaedia, Vol.18, parargraphs 42 and 47.
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